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Coffee Filter Snowflakes 
What you need: 

 Coffee Filters 
 Blue Super Washable Markers 
 Water Cup 
 Paintbrushes 
 Drying Rack {Same used for cookies}

 Scissors 

Step 1 | Painting 
You or your toddler use the markers to color the 
filters. Then you just use water and a paintbrush to 
wet them. See how the water makes the colors 
bleed together… Magic for a toddler! 

Step 2 | Drying 
Put them on a cookie sheet to dry and play with wrapping paper tubes 
while you wait {that last part is crucial to your success} 

Step 3 | Folding 
Once dry you can fold them. Here’s the trick: Folds go Half, Half, 
THIRDS otherwise it comes out funky. I learned that on Pinterest too. 

Step 4 | Cutting
Then let the cutting begin! The Toddler part of this project is just the 
painting for now…. Sure, give them some scissors and let them go to 
town on a coffee filter if you need some confetti. 

These are the patterns I used {nothing special} but I loved this one the 
best because it turned into hearts Open them up and enjoy your handy 
work! 

Toddler School Craft Projects | Winter 
Age: Pre-K Time: 10-20 + Dry Time
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Hi Friends!  
Thank you so much for stopping in on my Blog Post! I’m Kandice, Mom to 
#MySweetandSticky Cash & Wyatt. The Sweet or Sticky boy changes daily. I am a Wedding 
& Party Planner in real life for my own company, Green-Eyed Girl Productions but started 

this Mom blog while on a 5-year maternity break. It’s obviously grown to be a competitive 50% of my Mom Business 
life thanks to my amazing reader like you! So, I want to say THANK YOU and make sure you get the absolute most out 
of your experience here, which is what we like to call #MomWinning 

Special Reader Gift: 15% Off in BOTH my Etsy Shops | The Vintage Event & Cotton N’ Kandi

Use Coupon Code: APPRECIATED

Take a tour of A Cotton Kandi Life: click the pink to read

Welcome & Newsletter: Why I started my Blog and why you should join my newsletter 

Mom Winning: Just here for the Mom stories? Here is where you’ll find everything about parenting from the 

Sweet to the Sticky and in between.  

Mom Life Organizing: From Family Vacations to Packing your Hospital Bag. 

Making Mommy Money: Read up on how I’ve taken this little blog hobby and built a $50k per year income 

from it.  

Toddler School: As a former educator I had no restraint choice but to subject my two boys to rigorous sensory 

play and early learning until they escaped started school. What we affectionately call Toddler School is the routine we 
did from ages 0 to 5 for early learning and pre-k reading.  

Follow Along!        Score some Mommy Money 
Facebook | Instagram | Pinterest | Twitter | Poshmark                   $10 to Register for Ebates | Get $25 off Stitch Fix 

Read all Christmas Posts | Join the Newsletter
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